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Introduction 
Various factors have contributed to bring about 

change from conventional to automation library 

operation. Broadly speaking the main reasons 

behind this change are under. 

 

Growth  of  Document:  The amazing growth of 

documents especially in areas of sciences, social 

sciences and technology in the form of book and 

not book and not book material forced the library 

planners to utilize new technology for the 

organization of information since the traditional 

library methods failed to cope with the task. 

 

User service: Heavy influx of documents added 

new  dimension to user’s needs. It is only the 

computers can ensure improved and quick service. 

For example the manual work of housekeeping 

such as acquisition, cataloguing, circulation, serials 

control, etc. can be done with greater speed and 

efficiency with no arrear and backlog kept pending. 

Automation cataloguing provides variety of access 

points to a greater volume of information. Online 

catalogue has made it possible for a reader  to press 

the key of the typewriter like terminal and have 

access to large bibliographical databases and obtain 

information in whatever field. It can be viewed on 

screen and if it is needed a printout can also be 

obtained. Model and services such as current 

awareness service and selective dissemination of 

information can also introduced efficiently. 

 

Greater efficiency: The workflow in the library 

may be made more rapid, more systematic and 

efficient with the help of the computer. The records 

in the computerized store are more accurate, more 

reliable and more accessible than the manually 

prepared records. All sorts of  housekeeping  jobs 

and information works can be performed with more 

speed, accuracy and greater efficiency. 

 

What is Library Automation? 
Automation work is used automatic process. 

 

 

 

 

According  to Website Dictionary “automation 

control of an apparatus, process  or system by 

mechanical or electronic devices that take place of 

human organs of observation, effort or decision”. 

Application of computers in Library In-house 

operations is called Library Automation. Library 

automation can be defined simply as the use of 

computer and networking technologies in the 

library. 

 

Areas of Library Automation 
 Automation of library functions. 

 Use of electronic resources within the library 

(e.g. CD-ROMs). 

 Accessing remote electronic resources (e.g. the 

Internet). 

 Office automation (e.g. word processing, 

spreadsheets, database, etc.). 

 Patron services (e.g. computer laboratory, 

multimedia center). 

 

Objective of Library Automation 
 To improve the level of service and quality of 

output. 

 To fulfill needs that cannot be achieved by 

manual system. 

o Sharing of resources 

o Information that appears only in 

electronic format (e.g. CD-ROM, 

Internet resources, database, etc. 

 

Issues in Library Automation 
 Human factors in library automation. 

 Automation costs and budgeting. 

 Library automation steps. 

 Bibliographic standards. 

 System selection guidelines. 

 Data conversion and barcoding. 

 System maintenance and upgrade. 

 

Need for Automation 
Libraries are the light houses for information in the 

field  of   research.   The  thirst   of  knowledge  in  
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increasing everyday at various level and on 

various. Information is defined as recorded or 

communication knowledge. There is a great 

demand to provide such information quickly in 

demand for which a efficient and accurate devices 

or tools are introduced, which are based on 

mechanized process. This machine process is called 

“Automation”. 

 

Automation is very much needed for the 
following reasons: 
 To create efficient service. 

 To provide the rapid growth of information. 

 Capable of satisfying the users. 

 Capable of being operated by all users. 

 Possible to link the system in to other existing 

system. 

 Proved to be economical. 

 

1. Nature of Library Automation Systems 
 Hardware, software that are essential for 

library automation. 

 Library software used to create and maintain 

large bibliographic databases. 

 Provide the support and functionality needed 

to consistency and accuracy. 

 Use sophisticated computer programs to 

index, search and display information from the 

databases created. 

 

2. Reasons why libraries choose to 
automation their functions and services 
 Obtain increased operational efficiencies. 

 Relive professional staff from clerical works, 

so they are available user oriented services. 

 Improve the quality speed and effectiveness of 

setvices. 

 Improve access to remote users and other 

general public. 

 Overview of the subsystems that comprise 

library automation systems. 

o Single user 

o Multi user 

 Types of library automation systems 

o Different software – WINISIS, 

CDS/ISIS 

o Open Source – KOHA 

o Commerical – NewGenLib, 

SOUL,LIBSYS,VTLS 

 

3. Reasons why libraries seek / need to 
automate  
 Improve access to resources on other network 

and systems including the web. 

 Provide new services 

 Improve the management of theie physical and 

financial resources. 

 Facilitate wider access to information for their 

clients. 

 

Criteria for selecting Library Software 
In any endeavor in which we make a substantial 

investment of money, energy, and time or other 

resources, we like to know what kind of return we 

are getting. The ability evaluate the return on our 

investment gives us the basis on which to choose 

between alternative. So an evaluation in basically a 

judgment of worth. It is a matter of comparison of 

actual result with external standard, in the light of 

existing institutional realities which may be 

relevant to evaluating the future trajectory of the 

program or services and provide an objective basis 

for decision making. 

 

Software evaluation is quite a difficult task; we 

have to consider the following procedure, features 

and aids to evaluate software packages. 

 

1. Preliminary step: 
 Consults other: You don’t want software that 

stops unexpectedly, slows down on large 

network, report error message, so consult other 

who have already experienced on that 

software. 

 Who refer you: the reputation of person or the 

institution, his/her experienced on that 

particular software should also be justified at 

this point. 

 Reputation of the manufacture and vendor: 
the reputation of the manufacture and vendor 

should also be considered. 

 

2. Documentation 
 Existing literature: go for the software after 

carefully examining the existing literature and 

documentation on the particular software. 

 Training: does the company or authority of 

the particular software provide training? When 

and how the training is conduced, whether it is 

online, Onsite should also be consider. 

 Manual: does the training is accompanied by 

easy to follow supporting print material 

manual. How good the manuals? 

 

3. General features of the software 
 Various computer platform: the various 

computer platform needed to run the software 

i.e. server, wireless connectivity, hard disc 

space needed etc. 

 Multiple platforms: does the software able to 

run in multiple platforms such as windows 

2000, windows N.T., windows98, 95 etc. 

 Capacity: The restriction in total number of 

database/information/records in a database it 

can handle effectively. 
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 Speed: Speed of operation in different 

environment. 

 Flexibility: Flexibility to hand variable sizes. 

 Standardize data format: De-bugging facility 

and scope of proper error message while 

executing the software. 

 User  friendliness: Does the system easy to 

use ? Does the system empower the 

experienced user with short cut and flexible 

tool. Does the system easy to learn ? Is the 

system menu driven. Are the command 

mnemonic based? 

 Effectiveness: Does the system meet the 

specification. 

 Reliability: Does the search give consistent 

result? 

 Expandability: Is the system permit addition 

 Total cost of the software: Does the system 

comes in different module i.e. available in only 

circulation module, circulation plus 

cataloguing module. What is the total of the 

system? 

 Stream less movement of data: Does the 

database built on open standard technologies 

such as SQL, cold fusion, or XML that allows 

different types of software to talk to each 

other. That means your different system of the 

software can easily and automatically shares 

and updates any information that haven in 

common e.g. students name, address etc. 

 

4. Services 
 Acquisition: Does the system carry out 

duplicate checking while entering the data. 

Does it have the capacity to print accession 

register? 

 Data entry and editing: How effective the 

system is for data entry? Is the software 

provides easy way for editing of records? Is 

insertion and deletion of records are easy? 

 Circulation: provision of facility for issue, 

return, computation of lines, reservation of 

documents etc. 

 Serial control: Provision of monitoring 

multiple issue of a serial provision of grace 

period for receiving the serial, provision of 

renewal, overdue alert, entering  the abstract of 

a serial. 

 OPAC: Provision of reservation through 

OPAC, provision of searching OPAC from 

outside the library, provision of searching the 

OPAC and (Meta seach) using a single word 

seach.  

 Library administration: The Software should 

allow generating different reports  i.e. 

collection statistics, circulation statistics and 

also should be helpful to create your own 

specialized report to meet your specialized 

need. 

 Enhanced MARC data: Many software 

allows to catalogue website , E-book , 

resources in addition to the library resources. 

These website are added by the library media 

specialist manually. 

 Updating: Does the library automatically 

system company from their own site help to 

install upgrade web based updates and patches 

or simply to help particular function. 

 New technologies : 

 Provision of handling un catalog item. 

 Provision of internet connectivity, E-mail 

connectivity. 

 Scope of integration of the software with other 

school department. 

 Provision of accessed the software from 

computer outside of the school walls via a web 

browser. 

 Does the library software keeping pace with 

global technology, web enhancement, online 

information, virtual services etc. 

 Many latest software is nowadays hosted by a 

vendor by an Application Service provider or 

by the school web server. This is an advantage 

here cataloguer can work from remote location 

and OPAC can be accessed from both home 

and school 24 hours a day. 

 Can other application besides library software 

run on the workstation? 

 Can the Software makes it easy to switch 

between the OPAC and writing station because 

there are times when you like that your public 

OPAC station to function as writing station are 

there are other times when you like the writing 

station to becomes function as OPAC. 

 

5.Security 
 Provision of user id / barcode etc. 

 Provision of access restriction to certain 

records/ fields. 

 Is there any provision for students and staff to 

log in and log off on their own.  

 How new modification/ new version of the 

software to be obtain by the librarian? 

 Power out feature : Is there any power out 

feature included? There should be a manual 

hand scanner available to check material in and 

out that can easily be connected to the compute 

system once its back up and running. 

 Future exit cost: In near future if you want to 

switch over another packages then the cost 

involved in such cases should also be consider. 

 

 

6. Post installation  
 Does the vender gives performance / service 

warranty?  

 Post installation support from the vendor. 
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Comparative statement for Software 
selection in Small and Medium Conclusion 
 

S.N Particula

rs 

WINISIS or 

CDS/ISIS 

SOUL or 

NewGenLib 

1. Budget Free of Cost Commmerical (Rs. 

25,000 to 2,00.000 

approx. ) 

2. Initial NIL Depends on the 

collection of library 

and number of 

users, rate varies. 

Minimum cost of 

the software will be 

around Rs. 25,000 

3. Add on 

Cost 

NIL Cost will be more if 

number of users 

increase, of library 

go for more features 

like Web based 

services, 

International 

Standards and 

protocols 

automatically cost 

will be increased. 

4. Features Limited 

features like: 

Data Entry 

Services, 

Retrieval 

Services, 

Printing and 

sorting the 

records ate 

available in 

this 

software. 

UNICODE based 

multilingual support 

for Indian and 

foreign languages, 

compliant to 

international 

standards such as 

MARC 21, 

AARCR-2, 

MARCXML, NCIP 

2.0 protocol for 

RFID and other 

related applications 

especially for 

electronic 

surveillance and self 

chek-out and self 

check-in etc. 

5. Size It can be 

accommodat

e more 

number of 

It requires more 

space to accommo 

date more number of 

records because it 

records 

which are in 

CCF 

formate and 

also easy to 

retrieve. 

follows RDBMS 

structure for each 

and every field it 

connects with other 

fields that is called 

relationship. 

Retrieval is slow if 

more records are 

added. 

6. Collection This 

software is 

suitable for 

small 

libraries 

which ate 

not having 

more 

activities 

like; 

circulation, 

Budget  

control 

Binding 

management 

etc. 

This software is 

suitable for any kind 

of libarary either 

small or big 

collection. It also 

provides more 

activites 

7. Warranty 

Period 

No 

Warranty 

Warranty will be 

limited for one year 

initially 

8. Document

ation 

 

The product 

manual 

supplied 

with the 

software 

provide 

adequate 

information 

for the 

installation 

and usage 

Well designed User 

Manual will be 

provided with the 

Software 

9. Training No training 

will be 

provided by 

software 

developers, 

only User 

Manual will 

be support 

in learning 

Training will be 

provided in so many 

ways. Onsite 

Training throught 

Telephone, Internet 

Chat based training 

etc. 
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the things. 

10. License No need for 

any 

License,freel

y available 

Internet and 

anybody can 

download 

and make 

use of it. 

License will be 

completery with 

software provider. 

When library 

purchases company 

provided license for 

limited period  

depends on numbers 

or users and its 

features. 

11. System 

Configura

tion 

Minimum 

system 

configuratio

n is enough 

for 

installation 

or usage of 

software. 

Requires huge 

configure systems 

Servers having more 

than 2GB RAM and 

120 GB HDD 

(requires more when 

collection is more). 

Depends on 

numbers of clients 

and services like 

Web-OPAC. 

12. Users Users are 

less due to 

minimum 

features and 

lack of 

advanced 

features. 

Users will be more 

because it supports 

more basic as well 

as advanced features 

in some cases users 

are also connects to 

server for accessing 

library collection 

through Web-

OPAC. 

13. Maintena

nce 

No need for 

any 

maintenance

, no 

organization 

or individual 

providing 

any 

maintenance 

for this 

Maintenance will be 

provided by 

software developers 

usually first year it 

is free, from second 

year onwards money 

will be charged 

through AMC 

(Annual Maintenanc 

Contract) or visit 

software. based, depends on 

users, services and 

collections 

14. Data 

Security 

Backup 

facility is 

available. 

When 

reinitialize 

the data 

unfortunatel

y, data will 

not be 

recovered. 

Data will be 

secured. 

Automatical backup 

facility is available 

and recovery of the 

data is possible 

 

Conclusion 
Selecting software is a difficult task for any type of 

Organisation / Institution Library. Now-a-days 

software are coming with huge features and 

advantages which also follows all International 

standards, while purchasing any software it is to be 

considered that particular software supports 

standards and formats for converting into other 

software for future expansion or any other reasons. 

This paper will help institutions / organizations 

while selecting appropriate software which will be 

suitable for their institutions/organizations library 

and its collections / services. 
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